business use

Massage Chair
Product Name : Kurodo
Category: machinery and appliances
general designation: business use
electric massage chair

User manual
Refer to 10〜17 pages
how to assemble each
parts on the massage
chair.

5009444

●Thank you very much for purchasing Fujiiryoki massage chair.
●Carefully read this operation manual before use and only use as directed.
●Please read the safety precautions on pages 3-7 before use.
●Keep this operation manual where it will be readily available for future referral.
●Please recycle the outer packaging material where possible.
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Pillow
Turn back the pillow pad during massage
Back pad
Slowly lean against the back pad

Remote control stand

Power switch
Turn the power switch OFF after use

Backrest
Massage whole the back area of the body
Shoulder
Air massage for shoulder
Arm
Air massage for arm
Waist/Buttocks (Pelvis)
Air massage for waist, buttocks, around thigh
Footrest
Air massage for calf, feet
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Rolling section

Part insentive massage

It does not work even if it is pressed.
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Setup and assembling

Setup and assembling

Armrest / Arm unit
fixing screw 14 screws
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Setup and assembling
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Connect the Arm unit hose (gray/black/yellow) matching with color of whole hose.
①Match the groove of hose from arm
unit and projection of hose from main
body, then insert it along the groove.

Gray

※ If the torsion is

Black
Yellow

Groove

Main body side

severe, it is
removed once
and fixed again
so that the
torsion severity
is less

Arm unit side

Projection

②Lock the both
parts while pushing.

※Turn the
both parts
firmly till
the end.

Screw the Arm unit.
The remote control stand is also screwed together during remote control stand
fixation. When screwing them as follow.
①anteroinferior→②anterosuperior→③posterosuperioe
● Remote control stand is usually fixed in left hand side.
● Press the arm unit firmly toward to the frame and screw it.
[When Arm unit is only fixed]

②

①

③

[When remote control stand is fixed]

※Tighten the
screws lightly at
first and
retighten the
screws firmly by
the hex wrench
of accessory.

②
①

②

①

Remote
control
stand

③

③

②
①

③

※When remote control stand is fixed in right hand side
● The following operation is carried out only when remote control stand is fixed in right hand side.
This operation is not necessary if the remote control stand is fixed in left hand side.
(1) Remove the base part screw of remote control stand.
(2) The remote control stand is bent towards right and the screw is
fixed in left screw hole.
(1) Remove the Screw.
※Enlarged image of remote
control stand base part
(Top view image)

(2) The stand is bent towards right
and screw is fixed by matching the
right side dent to the left screw hole.
Remote
control
stand
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Setup and assembling
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● Check if there is no misalign
ment in the back of armrest after
assembling.

Check here and
make sure there
is no misalignment.
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Setup and assembling
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Before starting massage every time
Check around the chair
Check the surroundings without fail
Check to make sure that there is nobody, no pet and nothing ahead behind the chair and under the footrest.

Switch on the power
DANGER
Do not use the chair other than on the designated voltage. Fire or electrification may occur.
Insert the power plug firmly so that no dust is accumulated. Failed to do so may cause electric shock,
short circuit, or ignition.
Do not use damaged power plug or power cord. It may cause electric shock, short circuit, or fire
If it is damaged, contact your retailer or our customer care for repair.

Insert the power cord plug in the receptacle.
Check that there is no damage in the power cord, remote controller cord, and
the power cord plug. And there is no dust accumulated in the power cord plug.

Switch “ON” power of main body.
The power switch is behind the main body
on the right bottom.
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Check the main body
Check for torn on the cover cloth.

DANGER
Before use, hold the back pad and make sure that there is no tear on the
cover cloth of the backrest and on the other parts. (Should there be any tear,
no matter how small it is, discontinue using the chair immediately.
Disconnect the power cord plug, and ask for repair.) Continued use with the
torn cloth may cause electric shock or any hazard on the body.

Check for trapping of foreign substance to the main body.

WARNING
Before use, check that there is no foreign substance trapped on to the main
body (Backrest, footrest, armrest).
Failed to do so may cause accident or injury.

Check whether the knead ball is in the retracted position.
When the knead ball is not in the retracted position, it can be returned by
pressing

button.

WARNING
Before seated on the chair, check whether the knead balls are in the
retracting position. Failed to do so may cause accident and injury.

Check whether the footrest is in completely lowered
When the footrest is raised, it can be lowered down by pressing footrest angle

.

WARNING
Do not get on and off the chair at the time of reclining or when the footrest is
raised. The chair may overturn and the user may fall down and hurt
himself/herself.
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Adjust the reclining and footrest angle
DANGER
Check to make sure that there is nobody, no pet and nothing ahead around the chair (back, front, side,
and bottom part of main body) when reclined or footrest is moved. Failed to do so may cause accident or
injury or damage of house holding.
When reclined or footrest is moved, make sure not to insert the hand, finger, leg or head in the gaps of
main body which are mentioned below.
● Bottom side of chair ● Gap of armrest, backrest, and seat. ● Gap of armrest, leg and seat .
● Bottom side and back side of leg. ● Gap of armrest and arm. ● Backside gap of backrest.
Failed to do so may cause accident or injury

Adjust the footrest angle and length

Sole can be stretched or contracted by the spring.
Press it with the leg.
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WARNING
Do not place your leg or hand in the footrest adjustable place, when footrest is adjusted. It may cause
accident or injury.
Do not attempt to ride on the front portion of footrest or seat pad at the time of reclination.
The chair may overturn and the user may fall down and hurt himself/herself.
Do not get on and off the chair at the time of reclining or when the footrest is raised.
The chair may overturn and the user may fall down and hurt himself/herself.
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Whole body course will start when
press
Press

button.
button .

Sensing(Body detection) begins. Refer to the page 23
[3. About sensing] for the details. (P.23)
After sensing, whole body course begins and lamps of
"ROLLER POSITION", "ROLLER STRENGTH",
"UPPER/LOWER AIR" light up.
Refer to the page 31 [For adjusting your favorite
massage] to change the setting during the auto course.
(P.31)

Selected button lights up and massage begins.
Auto course can not be changed during the sensing.
Select a course you want to change after sensing is
finished.
Refer to the page 31 [For adjusting your favorite
massage] to change the setting during auto course.
(P.31)
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About sensing
What is double sensing function? (“Sensing” )
This is the function that detect body shape and
posture before starting auto course.
2 sensor functions gives effective massage with
『S shape line detecting system』
which detects
the body shape and『Shoulder position detecting
system』
which detects the shoulder position.

knead ball
S shape line
Shoulder position
detecting system
detecting system

lean back deeply to the backrest and put the head on the backrest while detection.
Do not pull your head off the backrest during detection.

①Start detecting body shape
②Start auto detecting for shoulder position

● Tapping massage keeps for 7 seconds at the detected shoulder position after the detection.
sensor/shoulder position lamp
blinks during detection. The
lamp lights on after finishing
detection.

When adjust shoulder position manually
● Shoulder position does not match, use

button to adjust.

● The position is set as shoulder position when no change
is operated for 7 seconds.
● 11 levels of position is adjustable.

ROLLER POSITION

Adjust the knead
ball on the base of
neck/shoulder

In case the detection is not performed
● beep sound is on and sensor/shoulder position lamp rapidly blinks.(for 5 seconds)
● select auto course and detect again when sensing is not operated.
● lean back deeply pull the head on the backrest slowly.
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Adjust the air strength
massage program

air massage

Display for Strength of lamp
lights of lamp
strength

9 levels
(Massage)

5 levels
(Air)

weak

● The strength of 9 levels for massage program and 5 levels for
air massage are selectable.
● The default is set as ｢5｣ on massage program and ｢3｣
(middle level) on air massage.
● Selected strength lamp lights on.
● The strength does not change when maximum or minimum
strength is set in massage program.

light
off
strong

light
on

Press
button while
selecting the auto course.
Each auto course change to EX-MODE course.
EX-MODE can not be set during sensing.
Select EX-MODE after the sensing is finished.
EX-MODE is canceled by pressing
button
again.
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Whole body course will start when
press
Press

button.
button .

Sensing(Body detection) begins. Refer to the page 23
[3. About sensing] for the details. (P.23)
After sensing, whole body course begins and lamps of
"ROLLER POSITION", "ROLLER STRENGTH",
"UPPER/LOWER AIR" light up.
Refer to the page 31 [For adjusting your favorite
massage] to change the setting during the auto course.
(P.31)
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Whole body course will start when
press
Press

button.
button .

Sensing(Body detection) begins. Refer to the page 23
[3. About sensing] for the details. (P.23)
After sensing, whole body course begins and lamps of
"ROLLER POSITION", "ROLLER STRENGTH",
"UPPER/LOWER AIR" light up.
Refer to the page 31 [For adjusting your favorite
massage] to change the setting during the auto course.
(P.31)

Press
button and massage stops.
Select [WHOLE or PART] by
pressing

Selected lamp lights up.
Each time you press the button, WHOLE/PART
switches.

Auto detection of shoulder position
starts when select ｢WHOLE｣
Refer to ｢double sensing function｣for more details
about auto detection of shoulder position.
Massage position is adjustable by using
ROLLER POSITION” when ｢PART｣ is selected.
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Whole body course will start when
press
Press

button.
button .

Sensing(Body detection) begins. Refer to the page 23
[3. About sensing] for the details. (P.23)
After sensing, whole body course begins and lamps of
"ROLLER POSITION", "ROLLER STRENGTH",
"UPPER/LOWER AIR" light up.
Refer to the page 31 [For adjusting your favorite
massage] to change the setting during the auto course.
(P.31)

Press
button and massage stops.
Press to select a favorite air massage.
: SHOULDER

: WAIST/BUTTOCKS

: ARM

: FOOT and LEG

Selected part of button lights up.
Select all buttons to get whole body air massage.
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Parts intensive massage

Start to part intensive massage
Whole body course will start when
press
Press

button.
button .

Sensing(Body detection) begins. Refer to the page 23
[3. About sensing] for the details. (P.23)
After sensing, whole body course begins and lamps of
"ROLLER POSITION", "ROLLER STRENGTH",
"UPPER/LOWER AIR" light up.
Refer to the page 31 [For adjusting your favorite
massage] to change the setting during the auto course.
(P.31)

Press

or

and massage

stops. Then, press
or
to choose a favorite massage.

Selected part lights up.
Each time you press the button, massage type switches.
Auto detection of shoulder position and the adjustment
of waist position begins by selected massage program.
Press

button to adjust your favorite waist position.

Refer to the page 23 [About double sensing function] for
the details of shoulder position auto detection. (P.23)

part intensive massage
It is a 7 minutes mini course for massaging
the part intensively using knead technic.
Air operation can be combined as preferred
except for the neck stretch/finger stretch/
waist stretch.
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Refer to the page 38 [List of massage program] for the
massages that auto shoulder position auto detection and
waist position adjustment are required. (P.38)

There are unadjustable program depending on
massage type. Refer to the page of “Basic
techniques of Massage” for details.

Adjust by using

button.

Knead ball position is adjustable when moving range
of massage program is set as「Part」
or「Point」
.

9

5

Display for Strength of lamp
lights of lamp
strength

9 levels
(Massage)

5 levels
(Air)

weak

light
off
strong

light
on

5
3
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4
Slowest

Hand knead
HAND KNEAD
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There are unadjustable program depending on massage type. Refer to the page of
“Basic techniques of Massage” for details.

Pulse
PULSE
PULSE
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35
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Image of air supply
Comfortable
amount of
air supply
(Strength)

Firm massage is available by
shifting the speed of air massage.

Amount of air
Time
In case of getting air massage at a constant speed
In case of getting air massage at a different speed

RPulse
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Mecha massage function list table
The list of adjustments that can be performed during each knead technique.
PROGRAM

BASIC
MODE
PART
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knead technique
adjustment

Mecha
Strength

Massage
speed

Mecha
width

Massage position

KNEAD UP
KNEAD DOWN
TAPPING
WAVELET
ROLLING
LOOP KNEAD UP
LOOP KNEAD DOWN

WHOLE / PART / POINT

LOOP TAPPING

WHOLE / PART / POINT

LOOP WAVELET
3D KNEAD UP
3D KNEAD DOWN
3D TAPPING
3D WAVELET
STRETCH KNEAD UP
STRETCH KNEAD DOWN
STRETCH TAPPING
STRETCH WAVELET

WHOLE / PART / POINT

WHOLE / PART / POINT
WHOLE / PART / POINT
WHOLE / PART / POINT
PART / POINT
WHOLE / PART / POINT
WHOLE / PART / POINT

WHOLE / PART / POINT
WHOLE / PART / POINT
WHOLE / PART / POINT
WHOLE / PART / POINT
WHOLE / PART / POINT
WHOLE / PART / POINT
WHOLE / PART / POINT
WHOLE / PART / POINT

NECK FOCUS

shoulder position

SHOULDER FOCUS

shoulder position

SHOULDER BLADE
FOCUS

shoulder position

WAIST FOCUS

waist position

SCIATIC FOCUS
NECK STRETCH

shoulder position

BACK STRETCH

shoulder position

WAIST STRETCH

waist position

● Pressing

button resets remaining time, pressing

button keeps remaining time.

Massage operation stops once when press the manual
program button to change it from auto course.
When changing from auto course, press one of buttons
and massage stops once. Then, press favorite massage
button to start.

Change to only air massage/only rolling
Press
button and massage stops.
Select your favorite air massage or
rolling.
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Maintenance and storage
How to maintain the chair

DANGER
Do not connect or disconnect the power plug
by wet hands. Electrification may occur.

WARNING
Make sure to unplug the power plug.
Electrification may occur.
Do not wipe with benzine, paint thinner or
alcohol. This may cause fire or electrification.

Cloth/Back pad/Pillow

Instill water containing neutral detergent and squeeze firmly.
Wipe the dirty part with the cloth.
Wipe it out with a tight squeezed cloth which is water contained.
Dry it naturally after wiping out with a dry cloth.
● Do not iron the back pad or pillow. It may cause damage on the cloth
● Wipe frequently or it cause a damage on the leather by finger dirt or hair dressing.

Resin part

Instill water containing neutral detergent and squeeze firmly.
Wipe the dirty part with the cloth.
Wipe it out with a dry cloth not to leave detergent.
● Do not use scouring powder. It cause scratches, discoloration, cracks.

Remote control, lower back(Control box)

Wipe out with a dry cloth.
● Do not wipe out with a wet towel. It may cause malfunction.

How to storage

DANGER
Do not use or store in the bathrooms or places of high humidity or moisture. Electrification, fire,
accidents, and moulding may occur.

Store the chair in the places which is less adverse effect by temperature,
humidity, dusts after wiping out the dirt and dusts on the chair.
When the chair won't be used for a long time, put a cover on the chair and
avoid the chair from dust.
● Do not store the chair near a stove or the places which chair is exposeddirect
sunlight for a long time. It may cause discoloration, deterioration.
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How to move the main unit
WARNING
Do not move the chair while people or items are on the chair. Damage or injuries may occur.
Do not haul the chair itself or move with the casters on the floor where it easily gets scratches.
Do not pull the power chord or remote control chord with leg or wrap with caster.
Failure to do so may cause injury.

When moving with Caster
Float the front side of the main unit, push it and move.

● While lowering the main unit, lower slowly so that the leg part does not get hit.

Float
Caster

When more than 2 persons are lifting
Dismantle the arm unit and the arm rest, and after lowering the back rest part, hold the
lower part of the front side and back rest with hands (Refer the below diagram) and
then lift and move.
● Refer to P12~15 for the method to dismantle the arm unit and arm rest.
● As it is very heavy, select more than 2 persons surely.
● Please watch your steps carefully and lower it slowly.
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Q&A
Left and right strength is different. And, I feel
the difference is remarkable.
To massage for a better
feeling, in connection with
adopting a mechanism in
which the rubbing will
mutually hit, unavoidably,
the operation might take
place in the knead ball
slipped position. Thereby,
you feel that there is a
difference among the left
and right strength. But it is
not a failure.

Rubbing ball
slippage

Is it ok to spread the hot carpet under the chair?
As there is a danger of flame, please stop. Heat generation of hot carpet pains the body and thereby it might
generate flame.

Can this be used by people of height below 150 cm
or above 185 cm?
Yes, you can use. During sensing, the shoulder position
might not match even if you adjust the shoulder position
and so proceed using the following methods.
● Short person: Raise the backrest and leg part.
● Tall person: Lower the backrest and leg part.

Is there even more strong massage?
To massage for a better feeling, in connection with
adopting a mechanism in which the rubbing will mutually
hit, unavoidably, the operation might take place in the
knead ball slipped position. Thereby, you feel that there
is a difference among the left and right strength. But it is
not a failure.

The remote control holder is loosened…
Retighten the fixing screw. When a part of remote control
holder is sliding, inlay by loosening the fixing screw and
tighten it once again. Also, check the fitting screw of the
sand and if it is loosened, retighten with the hexagon
wrench of the accessory.

Leg is not fitting properly in the leg part…

Raise the backrest and adjust the arm position

Will the shoulder and arm become red after
shoulder/arm air massage?
After usage, there might be traces of the massage.
That’s due to the massage. It will disappear in due
course of time. And, while doing shoulder air massage,
avoid clothes that will expose the shoulders.

Even if sensing is done, shoulder position is not
matching.

● For short people: Raise the back rest part and elevate

Sit comfortably, lean the face so that it rests in the
backrest and after that do the sensing. This can be
adjusted manually.

I am commuting to hospital, is it ok to use?

Is it possible to use by removing the arm?

Consult with the doctor in the hospital and then use.
“Touch pressure stimulation” refers to the action that
promotes the blood circulation for massage by relieving
the stress in the muscles. According to the illness, there
are risks of getting worse. Hence you should consult with
the doctor.

No, it is not possible. Air supply and exhaust vent will be
exposed, trash and dust will be accumulated and this will
be the cause for failure.

Adjust by expanding and narrowing the leg part.
the leg part.

What is the electricity utility expense for a month?
If you use massage every day for approximately 30
minutes per day, then it is roughly 36 Yen per month.
Electricity charges standard unit price: Calculated to be
27 Yen/kWh (Including the taxes).
(Currently, 2017/1, Our company survey in Japan )
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Arm is not reaching the arm unit. What to do?

If you do a foot stretch, sometimes there is a
squeaky noise.
Noise might be generated, but it is not a failure. In the
structure, when the electric actuator is isolated from the
leg, noise might be generated.

During massage, some creaky noises are made.
Is it ok?

Is it possible to completely cut off the air massage
in the auto course?

There is nothing abnormal in the structure. Refer to
"Trouble shooting" .

It is possible in the course other than stretch course and
ex-mode stretch course.
Please refer to "Adjustment method during air massage".

Explain the dimensions of the main unit.
Please refer to the following diagram.

Front view

Side view
When it is not reclined

Height
Approx. 1220mm

Height
Approx. 1220mm

Main unit width
Approx. 760mm
Main unit width
(Including Remote
control stand)
Approx. 900mm

Main unit width
Approx. 1180mm

When it is reclined
(When the leg part is stretched)

Height
Approx. 700mm

Depth (When the leg is lowered)
Approx. 1800mm
Maximum depth
Approx. 2000mm
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Troubleshooting
DANGER
Do not remodel and also do not analysis or repair by yourself, there are chances of injury due to fire (or)
abnormal operation

You may encounter the following phenomena while in massage. As being due
to the mechanical design, they have nothing to do with the product life.
A "clatter" noise occurs when the knead balls go up and down
A "creak" noise of the gear and the motor occurs while in massage
A friction noise occurs when the knead balls rub the cover cloth (Particularly while in the process of knead)
A rattling noise occurs while in the "TAPPING" or "WAVELET" massage.
(Particularly when the massage moves from the shoulders to the back)
In the "KNEAD","TAPPING" or "WAVELET" massage, massaging speed may vary with the knead balls strength changed
A noise becomes different when the massaging speed is changed
A roaring noise of the motor occurs when load is given to the chair
A "cuckoo" noise occurs while, in the Auto mode course, the knead balls are automatically adjusted to
the back-and-forth position to have the chair fitting in with the user's body shape
The compressor's noise and the air exhausting noise occur while in air-massage
A noise occurs when the air bag is inflated
A screaming noise occurs while in massage of the shoulder
A grinding noise occurs when the backrest or seat are reclined (Squeak sound)
(The height of the knead balls between the left and right are different.
A mechanism is used to allow the two knead balls tapping alternatively. It occurs unavoidably and this is not the trouble)

Symptoms
The chair does
not start-up

The chair stops
halfway.
(The remote
controller
does not work)

The backrest
cannot be
reclined

Check points

Trouble shooting

Is the power cord plug connected?

Connect the power cord plug with the
receptacle

Is the power switch of the lower part
behind the main body turned off

Turn the power switch “ON”

Is the backrest in touch with the main
body or the like?

Move the chair away from the main
body or the like. Turn the power switch
of the lower part behind the main body
OFF and ON.

Is there any load given to the knead
balls?(Should there be any load given
to the knead balls, a safety mechanism
works to stop all the functions)

Detach the body from the backrest for
a moment, turn OFF and ON the power
switch of the lower part behind the
main body and once again operate
from the beginning.

Is the power cord plug connected?

Connect the power cord plug with the
receptacle

Is the backrest in touch with the wall
or the like?

Move the chair away from the main
body or the like

Checkpoints
WARNING
When using the chair after a while, read the user manual once again, check to make sure that it operates
normally to use again. Failing which may cause injury or accident.

Inspection
Important!

Be sure to make
inspection for
longer use,

Are there these symptoms?
Chair emits scorching smell
The power cord or the plug is overheated
Electricity runs on or off with the power
cord moved
There are some other abnormalities

Discontinue
use

For prevention of accident or
trouble, turn "OFF" the power
switch of main body, disconnect
the power cord plug from power
receptacle, and contact your
retailer or our customer care.
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Specifications

Kurodo

9
9
Air massage strength
adjustment range

UPPER : 5-step adjustment

(Shoulder,Arm,Waist/Buttocks)

LOWER : 5-step adjustment
(Leg)

Approx. 72kg
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